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Cytoscape is a free software package for visualizing, modeling and analyzing molecular and genetic interaction networks. This protocol
explains how to use Cytoscape to analyze the results of mRNA expression profiling, and other functional genomics and proteomics
experiments, in the context of an interaction network obtained for genes of interest. Five major steps are described: (i) obtaining a
gene or protein network, (ii) displaying the network using layout algorithms, (iii) integrating with gene expression and other
functional attributes, (iv) identifying putative complexes and functional modules and (v) identifying enriched Gene Ontology
annotations in the network. These steps provide a broad sample of the types of analyses performed by Cytoscape.

INTRODUCTION
Functional genomic and proteomic techniques enable routine
measurement of expression profiles and functional interactions
from the cells and tissues of many different organisms1–4. These
measurements have significant potential to map cellular processes
and their dynamics, given the appropriate computer software to
filter and interpret the resulting large amount of data. Commonly
used expression analysis methods identify active biological processes from expression profiles by finding enriched gene annotation
terms in the lists of differentially expressed genes5–8. By combining
expression profiles with cellular network information, including
protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions, we can begin to
explain the control mechanisms underlying the observed changes
in activity of a biological process. For instance we can identify a
transcription factor known to regulate a set of affected genes.
An important benefit of integrating expression and network data
is biologically relevant signals supported by both data types are
more likely to be correct than those supported from either data
source alone. This is important because expression profiles
can be noisy and difficult to reproduce when expression levels are
low9, while protein interaction assays are known to contain false
positives and negatives. For instance, it is estimated that up to 50%
of unfiltered yeast two-hybrid data are spurious10, although this is
improving as experimental protocols and automated reliability
measures that combine multiple data sets of a given type evolve11,12.
Many sources of expression profiles and cellular networks exist.
The Gene Expression Omnibus13 and ArrayExpress14 are both large
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public repositories of gene expression profiles. Protein–protein
interactions mapped either by focused studies or by high-throughput techniques are increasingly available in public repositories
such as IntAct15, HPRD16 and MINT17 (as reviewed in ref. 18).
Protein–DNA interactions mapped at the genome scale using
ChIP-Chip and ChIPSeq technology19 provide potential links
between transcription factors and their regulated genes. When
information is not available in databases but is in the literature,
text-mining techniques can extract functional relationships
between recognized genes that, while not always accurate, are
useful for analysis in aggregate20. In these networks, two genes
are linked if they are frequently mentioned in the same sentence21.
This link may indicate a biochemical association, such as catalysis,
or a genetic, colocalization or coexpression relationship. Literature
association networks are also useful as a general literature search
tool, since each link is tied to the supporting publication. These
public data repositories are growing rapidly as the underlying
measurement technology improves. For example, the HPRD
repository more than doubled in size between 2003 and 200522.
A number of software tools are available for network visualization and analysis, including Osprey23, VisANT24, CellDesigner25
GenMAPP26, PIANA27, ProViz28 BioLayout29, PATIKA30 and
Cytoscape31. Each tool has a distinct set of features, which
are highlighted in Table 1. Here, we describe the application
of Cytoscape within a workflow for integration of functional
genomics data with biological networks.
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of network analysis platforms.
Feature
Free for academic use
Free for commercial use
Open source
Curated pathway/network content
Standard file format support
User-defined networks/pathways
Functionality to infer new pathways
GO/pathway enrichment analysis
Automated graph layout
Complex criteria for visual properties
Multiple visual styles
Advanced node selection
Customizable gene/protein database
Rich graphical annotation
Statistical network analysis
Extensible functionality: plugins or API
Quantitative pathway simulation
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CY, Cytoscape31; GM, GenMAPP26; VA, VisANT24; OS, Osprey23 (http://biodata.mshri.on.ca/osprey/); CD, CellDesigner25; AR, Ariadne Genomics Pathway Studio; IN, Ingenuity Pathways Analysis; GG, GeneGo; PI, PIANA
(http://sbi.imim.es/piana/); PR, ProViz (http://cbi.labri.fr/eng/proviz.htm); BL, BioLayout; PA, PATIKA.

Cytoscape is freely distributed under the open-source GNU
Lesser General Public License, which allows any use of the
software, including feature extension by programming (http://
www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html). In Cytoscape nodes representing
biological entities, such as proteins or genes, are connected with
edges representing pairwise interactions, such as experimentally
determined protein–protein interactions (Fig. 1). Nodes and edges
can have associated data attributes describing properties of the
protein or interaction. A key feature of Cytoscape is its ability to set
visual aspects of nodes and edges, such as shape, color and size,
based on attribute values. This data-to-visual attribute mapping
allows biologists to synoptically view multiple types of data in a
network context. Additionally, Cytoscape allows users to extend its
functionality by creating or downloading additional software
modules known as ‘plugins’. These plugins
provide additional functionality in areas
such as network data query and download
services32–35; network data integration and
filtering12; attribute-directed network layout36,37; Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment
analysis7; and network motif38,39, functional
module40–42, protein complex43 or domain

Figure 1 | The Cytoscape Desktop. The Cytoscape
canvas displays network data. The toolbar (top)
contains the command buttons. The name of each
command button is shown when the mouse
pointer hovers over it. The Control Panel (left)
displays the Network tree viewer, which lists the
available networks by name and size. The Network
Overview Pane (lower left) shows the current
network in white and the displayed portion in
blue. Finally, the Data Panel (lower right) can be
used to display node, edge and network attribute
data. The Cytoscape Desktop shows the sample
network and expression data, with nodes colored
by expression values from lowest (green) to
highest (red).

interaction detection44. Links to these plugins can be found at
http://www.cytoscape.org. Altogether, Cytoscape and its plugins
provide a powerful tool kit designed to help researchers answer
specific biological questions using large amounts of cellular network and molecular profiling information.
This protocol is modular in its organization, and the five
modules can be followed sequentially or as stand-alone protocols
(the modular organization is shown schematically in Fig. 2). The
first module, ‘Obtain network data’, describes methods to build
networks for genes of interest by querying protein interaction
databases and text-mining data sources. ‘Explore network and
generate layout’ introduces basic aspects of Cytoscape operation,
including network navigation and layout. ‘Annotate with attribute
and expression data’ shows how to link expression profile data to

Toolbar

Cytoscape Canvas

Network Browser

Attribute Browser
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the network for visualization and analysis. This module uses
mRNA expression data as an example, but the steps outlined
apply to any form of molecular profile such as protein levels.
‘Analyze network features’ explains how to perform analytical
methods that identify putative functional or structural modules
within the network that may, for instance, highlight protein
complexes active under a profiled experimental condition. Finally,
‘Detect enriched gene functions’ illustrates methods to identify
enriched gene functions, such as those characteristic of biological
processes, in previously identified sets of interesting genes or
network regions.
These analysis steps have proven useful in multiple studies, such
as analyzing networks of genetic interactions45–48, gene regulatory
events49,50 and protein–protein interactions51,52, cellular network
organization53,54 and evolution55 and determining pathways
involved in atherosclerosis56. A sample protein network and
mRNA expression profile resulting from gene knockouts that
perturb galactose metabolism in S. cerevisiae57 is provided to
illustrate the protocol.
We now turn to each of the five modules in detail, presenting the
rationale for each portion of the protocol and indicating viable
alternative techniques.
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Obtain network data
This section describes three ways to import network data into
Cytoscape.
The first method is to query protein interaction databases
such as cPath33 with a list of genes of interest. cPath queries the
IntAct15 and MINT17 databases. This is an appropriate method
for users who are interested in assessing the connections between
genes with significant experimental responses, in well-studied
organisms such as S. cerevisiae or Homo sapiens. Cytoscape
users can interrogate additional protein interaction databases
via MiMi34 or BioNetBuilder32, plugins that are similar in
application to cPath. In each of these cases, following the
steps in this workflow section yields a network that contains
known and putative functional associations between the genes
of interest.
The second method is to build a text-mining association
network using the Agilent Literature Search plugin21. This method
is most appropriate for those who are working in organisms
that are not well represented in protein interaction databases, or
want to restrict the network to associations observed only in
specific contexts. For Literature Search the user builds a set of
queries by entering terms, such as gene names, and contexts, such
as an organism or disease name. The query set is submitted to
selected search engines, for example PubMed or OMIM. The
resulting documents are fetched, parsed into sentences, and analyzed for known interaction terms, like ‘binding’ or ‘activate’.
Agilent Literature Search uses a lexicon set for defining gene
names (concepts) and aliases, drawn from Entrez Gene, and
interaction terms (verbs) of interest. An association is extracted
for every sentence containing at least two concepts and one verb.
Associations are then converted into interactions with corresponding sentences and source hyperlinks, and added to a Cytoscape
network. Interaction network and text-mining association
network data are complementary: protein interaction databases
contain experimentally determined interactions; whereas textmining association networks contain more general association
2368 | VOL.2 NO.10 | 2007 | NATURE PROTOCOLS
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Figure 2 | Outline of the protocol. The steps in red are included in this
protocol, while analyses listed in black represent useful alternatives that
achieve related goals. Dotted lines represent steps that can be done in any
order, while solid lines represent steps that must be done in sequence.
Expression data are not required for finding putative complexes (with MCODE)
or for network motifs (with NetMatch or Metabolica), but can aid in
interpreting the results by suggesting system dynamics.

types and offer an alternative network source where interaction
data are limited.
The third method described for importing network data in to
Cytoscape is to import a network file, such as a SIF (Simple
Interaction Format) file. The SIF file format is detailed in Box 1.
These files are straightforward for a user to create with a standard
text editor. SIF file import is the most appropriate method for users
who want to focus their analysis on network data identified
in advance, such as those who are interested in the impact of
the experimental conditions on sets of specific interactions or
pathways.
In addition to the import methods described in this protocol,
Cytoscape users can also import pathways from repositories such as
KEGG58, Reactome59 via the PSI-MI, BioPAX, or SBML data
exchange formats (as reviewed in ref. 60), although such pathway
data contain non-pairwise interactions between molecules. For
instance, there is a single interaction between multiple substrates
and products in a biochemical reaction, which must be mapped to
pairwise interactions in Cytoscape.
After importing interaction data, the user may optionally
filter the resulting network to reduce the network size by selecting
just the types of network information of interest. For instance,
the CABIN plugin12 enables the user to merge network data
from multiple experimental sources and select the interactions
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Cytoscape can import and export data in a variety of formats, from simple delimited text formats to XML and other sophisticated formats for
sharing data with other programs. This box provides a brief overview of these formats. For complete information, please refer to the Cytoscape
manual at http://www.cytoscape.org/.
Network import and export
The standard file that Cytoscape opens and saves is the Cytoscape Session File (.cys). This file stores all information in your current session
including multiple network layouts, attribute values and setting information. Cytoscape can also import network data in the following formats:
 Simple Interaction File (SIF or .sif)
 Cytoscape Node and Edge Attribute File Format (.noa and .eda)
 Graph Markup Language (GML or .gml)
 eXtensible Graph Markup Language (XGMML or .xgmml)
 Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML)
 Biological PAthways eXchange (BioPAX)
 Proteomics Standards Initiative Molecular Interaction (PSI-MI) Level 1 and 2.5
 Delimited Text Table
 Excel Workbook (.xls)
For network export, Cytoscape can output SIF, GML, XGMML and PSI-MI formats. Users may also create an image file of their network data via File
- Export - Network view as graphics. This feature includes many standard image formats, including JPEG, PNG and PDF.
SIF
The SIF format is a straightforward format to allow users to define network data with a text editor. Each line of the file contains three or more
tokens. The first token is the source node. The second token is the interaction type. This token is an arbitrary text string that describes the
interaction between the two nodes. The third token, and all subsequent tokens on the same line, specify the target nodes. A sample file might
look like this:
nodeA interactionType1 nodeB
nodeA interactionType2 nodeC
NodeF
In this network nodeA has an edge to nodeB labeled interactionType1; nodeA has an edge to nodeC labeled interactionType2; nodeF is defined
but has no edges. In practice the nodes will be the names of proteins or genes in the network, and the labels given to the interaction type will be
some tag that defines that relationship, such as ‘protein-protein’, ‘degrades’ or ‘phosphorylates’. Because of its basic text format, a SIF file is
easily created either manually by a user (e.g., in Excel) or programmatically by a text-processing script. The Supplementary Data contain a
sample SIF file, galFiltered.sif (Supplementary Data 2).
Other network file formats
The GML format stores information on the network connectivity (like SIF) but also preserves the visual layout and appearance of the network in
the Cytoscape view. The XGMML format is the XML extension of the GML format and is generally preferable to GML. These formats are not
amenable to human editing. However, once a network is loaded into Cytoscape from a (human-edited) SIF file, the attributes and visual style
settings can be modified using the GUI interface. Then the network can be stored along with its visual properties and data attributes using the
GML or XGMML format. Cytoscape can also read files in the SBML, BioPAX, and PSI-MI data exchange formats, allowing the use of networks
created in other programs.
Attribute file formats
Data attributes on nodes and edges can be imported from delimited text files or Excel spreadsheets via Cytoscape’s Table Import functionality.
Text files are given the filename suffix .noa for Node Attribute and .eda for Edge Attribute. For a node attribute, a sample .noa file might appear
like this:
AttributeName
nodeA ¼ value1
nodeB ¼ value2
nodeC ¼ value1
The first line is the name of the attribute, for example, ‘SubcellularLocation’. Each subsequent line contains the name of the node, an equal to
sign and the node’s attribute value. Attribute values can be numeric or textual such as ‘4.12’ or ‘nucleus’. An edge attribute file (.eda) is
formatted similarly, where the edge name is specified by the source node, the interaction value in parentheses and the target node. For example:
AttributeName
nodeA (interactionType) nodeB ¼ 0.56
nodeB (interactionType) nodeC ¼ 0.918
nodeB (interactionType) nodeA ¼ 0.3412
Each attribute is stored in a separate file.
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Expression data file format
Cytoscape reads expression data from tab-delimited text files that can be exported from a spreadsheet program or created by the user in a text
editor. These files must be renamed to have the extension either ‘.mrna’ or ‘.pvals’ to be recognized by Cytoscape. The choice of extension does
not matter between these two. The data are organized as a matrix, with each row representing the expression results for one gene/protein in the
network (Fig. 3). The first row provides column labels. The first column holds the gene/protein identifier, while the second column contains
arbitrary text, such as a descriptive annotation. The subsequent columns contain expression data: one experiment per column, with the
experiment names provided in the first row. If the expression data consist of one measure per gene per experiment, then there is one column per
experiment. If the data also contain P-values or other significance measures, as generated by expression analysis packages such as RMA73, then
each experiment is represented with two columns: the first is assumed to contain the expression measure, the second contains the significance
measure, and the two columns must have exactly the same label:
Gene
geneA
geneB
geneC

Label
labelA
labelB
labelC

Experiment1
valueA_1
valueB_1
valueC_1

Experiment2
valueA_2
valueB_2
valueC_2

Experiment1
pvalueA_1
pvalueB_1
pvalueC_1

Experiment2
pvalueA_2
pvalueB_2
pvalueC_2

GeneA identifies a gene, labelA provides a descriptive name, valueA_1 contains its expression level as measured in Experiment1, valueA_2
contains its expression level as measured in Experiment2, and pvalueA_1 and pvalueA_2 contain P-values (or other measures of significance of
differential expression) for Experiment1 and Experiment2, respectively. The P-value columns are optional for most Cytoscape functionality.
However, to identify active modules with the jActiveModules plugin, the expression data must contain P-values of significance ranging between
0 (most significant) and 1 (least significant). The Supplementary Data contain a sample expression data file, galExpData.pvals (Supplementary
Data 1). Figure 3 illustrates the first lines of this file.

observed multiple times, which are likely more reliable than those
observed once.
Explore network and generate layout
This section introduces the user to basic aspects of Cytoscape
operation, including network navigation and layout. Apart from
basic operation, basic filter features are available to identify genes as
important by virtue of their high number of connections in the
network61. Essential genes are also associated with nodes, which
occupy central positions in large interaction networks, particularly
those frequently found to connect other nodes together62. This
section uses the yFiles layout algorithm, although many other
layout algorithms exist, some of which support more specialized
operations.
Annotate with attribute and expression data
Expression profiles can provide powerful insights into cellular state
and dynamics when integrated with network data. For example, if
two nodes consistently show similar changes in expression levels,
or they consistently show changes in opposite directions, then one
gene might regulate the production of the other. Also, a group of
connected nodes characterized by large fold changes may represent
a signal-transduction cascade or protein complex that is repressed
or induced under the experimental condition63. This section
shows how to apply mRNA expression data to a network as an
example, but the steps outlined apply to any form of molecular
profile data.
Analyze network features
This section explains how to run analysis methods that identify
putative functional or structural modules within the network that
may highlight protein complexes active under a profiled experimental condition as complex topologies of interaction networks
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make this difficult to do by eye. The jActiveModules plugin42
automates this analysis and identifies connected sections of
the network in which the nodes have significant P-values. This
indicates a group of nodes that may be coregulated, suggesting
a module whose activity is influenced by the experimental context
of the expression data. A complex is a module in which the
macromolecules involved form a structure to execute some function called a molecular machine. Densely connected regions in
protein interaction networks tend to correspond to protein complexes. The MCODE plugin43 identifies putative complexes by
finding regions of significant local density. At this stage, the
user could also identify over-represented network motifs with the
Metabolica or NetMatch plugins39, although these alternatives
are not covered here.
Detect enriched gene functions
The function of interesting gene sets or network regions can be
summarized by finding significantly enriched functional annotation terms. This may be used to support module or complex
predictions. This section outlines steps required to identify
enriched GO processes with the BiNGO plugin7. Users can
optionally use the GOlorize plugin36 to refine the network layout
according to selected GO classes.
Cytoscape can be used in many additional visualization
and analysis workflows, including published protocols on the
reverse engineering of regulatory64 and metabolic65 networks,
and can be extended using Java programming to implement new
features and analysis methods. Over 40 excellent plugins contributed by many software development groups provide examples.
While these topics are not covered here, Cytoscape has a community of software developers and users who can answer questions
about potential new Cytoscape uses, as detailed at http://www.
cytoscape.org.
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MATERIALS

GENE

COMMON

gal1RG

gal4RG

gal80R

gal1RG

gal4RG

gal80R

YHR051W
COX6
– 0.034
0.111
– 0.304
3.76E-01
1.56E-02
7.91E-06
EQUIPMENT
YHR124W
NDT80
– 0.09
0.007
– 0.348
2.71E-01
9.64E-01
3.45E-01
. Internet access
YKL181W
PRS1
– 0.167
– 0.233
0.112
6.27E-03
7.89E-04
1.44E-01
EQUIPMENT SETUP
YGR072W
UPF3
0.245
– 0.471
0.787
4.10E-04
7.52E-04
1.37E-05
Hardware requirements Cytoscape hardware
YHL020C
OPI1
0.174
– 0.015
0.151
1.40E-04
7.19E-01
1.54E-02
requirements depend on the size of the networks to
YGR145W
YGR145W
0.387
– 0.577
– 0.088
5.38E-03
8.27E-03
7.64E-01
be imported and analyzed. For networks up to 5,000
edges, we recommend a 1 GHz CPU or higher, a
Figure 3 | Sample expression input file, showing genes and associated columns of expression data for
high-end graphics card, 60 MB of available hard disk multiple experiments.
space, at least 512 MB of free physical RAM and a
minimum screen resolution of 1,024  768. At least
straightforward means to import networks into Cytoscape as text. Because
1 GB of RAM is required for larger networks.
this is a yeast data set, genes/proteins are identified by their systematic Open
Java 2 platform Standard Edition, version 5.0 or higher (http://java.sun.com/
Reading Frame locus tags.
javase/downloads/index.jsp), which includes Java Web Start (http://java.sun.com/
. galGeneNames.csv provides common gene names corresponding to the
products/javawebstart/).
Open Reading Frame gene names in galFiltered.sif. This file also provides
A three-button mouse This is recommended (but not required) for Mac users
an example of how Cytoscape can import attribute data from delimited
as an aid in network navigation.
text files.
Data files This protocol begins with an expression data set to be
. SampleData.cys is a Cytoscape session file containing the network data from
analyzed. While Cytoscape has direct links to several previously published
galFiltered.sif along with a second network constructed for the same genes
expression data sets via the Internet, loading new data into
using the Agilent Literature Search plug-in to query literature associations, as
Cytoscape requires assembling a tab-delimited file as detailed in Box 1.
described below.
A sample expression file is made available in Supplementary Data 1
Cytoscape For simplest operation of this protocol, Cytoscape can be executed
(galExpData.pvals; see Fig. 3). In addition to expression data, several
over the web via Java Web Start by navigating to http://www.cytoscape.org/
additional data files are available for readers wishing to follow this
nature.protocols/ and clicking on the web start link. See http://java.sun.com/
protocol as a tutorial:
. galFiltered.sif contains a protein–protein and protein–DNA interaction
products/javawebstart/ for more information on running Java Web Start
applications. Alternatively, Cytoscape can be installed on a local computer by
network pertaining to the galactose-utilization pathway in yeast, as
following the steps in Box 2.
previously published57. This file illustrates the SIF, which offers a

PROCEDURE
Obtain network data
1| Start Cytoscape. For webstart users, go to http://www.cytoscape.org/nature.protocols/ and click on the indicated link to
launch Cytoscape. This will automatically download Cytoscape to the local computer and start it. For users with Cytoscape
already installed locally, navigate to the Cytoscape home
directory and execute cytoscape.bat (Windows users) or
BOX 2 | CYTOSCAPE INSTALLATION
cytoscape.sh (Linux and Mac OS X users).
2| After Cytoscape has started, you should see a Cytoscape
Desktop window, as shown in Figure 1. (a) The main Cytoscape
canvas displays network data and is initially blank. (b) The
toolbar, at the top of the Cytoscape desktop, contains the
command buttons. A description of each command button is
shown when the mouse pointer hovers over it. (c) The Control
Panel, at the left, displays the Network tree viewer. This lists
the available networks by name and number of nodes and
edges. (d) The Network Overview Pane, at the lower left,
shows the current network in white with the displayed portion
overlaid in blue. (e) The Data Panel, at the lower right, can be
used to display node, edge and network attribute data.
3| Identify a list of genes of interest. Typically, these will
be genes with a pronounced response to your experimental
conditions of interest. This protocol describes three options for
importing network data related to these genes into Cytoscape:
querying interaction databases (option A), building an association network through text mining (option B) and loading your
own network data from a text file (option C). Continue with
one or more of these steps based on which is most appropriate
for your use case. Users wishing to follow this protocol as a
tutorial should download the Supplementary Data 2 file
(galFiltered.sif) and continue with Step 6. The steps in
this protocol are most effective with a network of at least

1. Go to http://www.cytoscape.org/, click on the Download
Cytoscape link (fill out the form) and accept the terms of the
LGPL license.
2. Download the platform-specific installation bundle for your
operating system. After downloading, execute the installation
bundle to install Cytoscape on the local computer. As you do so,
make careful note of the directory in which Cytoscape is installed:
the Cytoscape home directory.
3. Launch Cytoscape by navigating to the Cytoscape home directory
and executing cytoscape.bat (under Microsoft Windows) or
Cytoscape.sh (under Max OS X and Linux).
Install the plugins required for this protocol
4. Go to the Plugins menu and then Manage Plugins to activate the
Manage Plugins window. Click on Available for Install.
5. Expand Network Inference Plugins, click on Agilent Literature Search
2.52 (or later) and click the Install button. This will bring up the Plugin
License Agreement window. Click Accept and then Finish.
6. Repeat with BiNGO 2.0 (or later) under Functional Enrichment, and
jActiveModules 2.2 (or later) and MCODE 1.2 (or later) under Analysis.
Installing BiNGO may take several minutes; this behavior is normal
owing to the large GO database, which is included in the package.
7. Close the Manage Plugins window. Return to the Plugins menu to
verify that the four plugins are now listed. After installing the
plugins once, they will remain installed for subsequent executions
of Cytoscape.
For more information, refer to the Cytoscape manual by navigating
to http://www.cytoscape.org and following the link to the manual.
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250 interactions. To obtain such a network, start with a set of at least 25 genes and add more genes or import more interactions
as needed to obtain a network of the desired size.
(A) Obtain protein interaction data with cPath
(i) cPath33 enables users to retrieve protein interactions from multiple repositories, including IntAct15 and MINT17. Invoke
cPath by selecting the File menu, then New - Network - Construct network using cPathy
(ii) Enter the names of one or more genes of interest in the input box at the upper left of the cPath Plugin dialog box
(e.g., Supplementary Data 3).
m CRITICAL STEP New users who are becoming familiar with this functionality may wish to enter just one gene name at
a time, whereas experienced users may wish to enter a list of genes, such as the contents of the Supplementary Data 3
file (sample.input.genes.txt).
(iii) Select the desired species in the species pull-down menu, which is set to All Organisms by default. For the gene list in
sample.input.genes.txt, select Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
(iv) The maximum number of records is set to Limit to 10 by default. Change this to Limit to 500. While the default setting is
useful for exploratory queries with a single gene of interest, one must typically retrieve a larger number of records to
achieve connectivity between a set of genes of interest. Many database records contain more than one interaction of a
protein, so the number of interactions retrieved may be greater than the limit. To obtain all interactions for this gene set,
select No Limit, remembering that a higher limit will take a longer time to download.
(v) Click the Search button. Shortly, the Cytoscape canvas will show a protein interaction network with proteins (nodes)
arranged in a grid, connected by retrieved interactions (edges). By default, Cytoscape displays networks with 10,000 or
fewer nodes; for larger networks, the user may request a view by performing a Right-Click on the network label in the
Network tree viewer and selecting Create View from the pop-up menu.
(vi) Notice the entry for your network in the Network tree viewer, and notice the number of nodes and edges.
(B) Generate an association network
(i) Under the Plugins menu, select Agilent Literature Search.
m CRITICAL STEP The first time this plugin is executed, the user will be asked to accept a license agreement. Next, the
Agilent Literature Search window should appear.
(ii) In the Terms panel at the upper left of this window, enter the names of up to 100 genes or proteins from your list of
genes of interest.
m CRITICAL STEP For best results, use standard HUGO gene symbols66 for human searches or other appropriate official
gene symbols. The search will take at least 3 s per gene, to comply with PubMed limits on usage, so we recommend starting with a shorter list (ten or fewer genes) for exploratory work. Notice that the Query Editor panel echoes the gene list.
Each line shown in this panel represents one query that will be sent to PubMed.
(iii) Under Extraction Controls, go to the Concept Lexicon pull-down menu and select your species. For the sample data, select
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Leave the Interaction Lexicon set at limited; this specifies that the sentences chosen for text extraction
are more likely to be related to interactions, and this is the recommended setting except for cases where the literature is sparse.
(iv) Increase the number of publications retrieved per query by adjusting the value in the Max Engine Matches: field. Up to 1,000
queries may be issued in total, to comply with PubMed limits on usage. For the sample data, Max Engine Matches can be
increased to 50. In general, requesting more publications per search term is more effective than including more search terms.
(v) Click on the Use Aliases button. Notice that the queries in the Query Editor panel change to search for common aliases of
specified gene or protein names, as well as searching for the specified name.
(vi) Refine your search by going to the Context panel and entering additional descriptors, such as tissue type or disease, and
clicking the Use Context button. For the sample data, enter the descriptor ‘galactose’. If a descriptor is more than one
word, enclose it in quotes (e.g., ‘transcriptional regulation’). Notice that the Query Editor shows each of your search terms
connected with your context term with an AND (e.g., ‘((ylr044c OR pdc1)) AND galactose’). This will limit the PubMed
search to publications relating to both the search terms and the context term.
(vii) Click on the forward arrow to begin the search. When the search has completed, the Query Matches panel will show a list
of articles containing the search terms in their abstracts. The Cytoscape desktop will display a new network in which each
node represents a gene or protein and each edge represents an association found in the text of the selected articles.
These associations are extracted through sentences characterized by two or more gene names and an interaction-related
verb such as ‘degrade’, ‘inhibit’ or ‘methylate’.
(viii) Examine the list of articles shown in the Query Matches panel. Remove articles as desired by right-clicking on the link and
selecting Delete Match. This will delete the article from the list, along with the corresponding nodes and edges from the
network, if they are not supported by any other article.
(ix) The Show Sentences feature enables the user to view literature references. To do this (i) select one or more node or edge
in the network by clicking on them with the mouse and (ii) on the Select menu, select the Evidence from Literature Show Sentences from the Literature.
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This brings up a window with the list of sentences that were extracted from the literature, as pertaining to the selected
nodes or edges, showing the key search terms in bold. If an alias matched, then the formal name is shown in square brackets. If the user has selected multiple nodes or edges, then this list will contain the sentences for all the nodes or edges
selected. Mouse-clicking on any of these sentences will bring up its abstract in the user’s default web browser. Users can
delete sentences from the list by right-clicking on the sentence and then clicking on the Delete Sentence button. If all
sentences that support a particular edge are deleted, then that edge is removed from the network.
(x) Users can extend the network around any node by right-clicking on the node and then clicking on Select - Evidence
from Literature - Extend Network from the Literature. This will issue a new search request for the specified node. If this
new search yields any new nodes, edges or sentences, they will be added to the existing network. This is most effective
for nodes that were not included in the original set of search terms.
(C) Import network data from a text file
(i) Assemble your data into a SIF file, as described in Box 1.
(ii) Under the File menu, select Import - Network (multiple file types). Specify the name of the SIF file and click OK.
Explore the network and generate a layout
4| Reorganize the network by going to the Layout menu and selecting yFiles - Organic. This algorithm implements a variant
of the force-directed paradigm67 in which nodes are modeled as objects with mutually repulsive forces, edges induce attractive
forces between the nodes they connect and nodes are placed such that the sum of these forces is minimized. This layout has
the effect of exposing structure inherent in the network. In particular, it facilitates identification of clusters of tightly
connected nodes, which suggest functional modules, and ‘hub nodes’, which are involved in many interactions and often
represent functionally important proteins. Note that Cytoscape provides a wide variety of alternatives for layout, including
hierarchical layouts, circular layouts and attribute-based layouts. Experiment with several of these.
5| To generate more space for the network canvas, ‘float’ the Control Panel and Data Panel by clicking the Float Window control,
the icon at the top right corner of each panel in the title bar. This detaches the panels as separate windows. Resize the network
canvas by dragging its lower right corner.
6| Select any node by clicking it with the left mouse button. Notice that the selected node turns yellow. Select several nodes
by holding down and dragging the left mouse button to define a rectangular selection region.
7| Notice that the Data Panel lists the identifiers of all nodes selected. This browser can also display node attributes. Nodes
obtained from cPath have attributes including ‘FULL_NAME’, a descriptive protein name. Nodes from the Agilent Literature
Search plugin have attributes including ‘NbrConnections’, the degree of the node.
8| Select one of these attributes for display by clicking on the Select Attributes button, the leftmost button of the Data Panel
toolbar. This will display the list of available attributes, with selected attributes highlighted. Select or deselect an attribute by
clicking on its name. Exit by clicking the right mouse button.
9| Select one or more edges by dragging a rectangular region across them. Edges obtained from cPath have attributes
including ‘EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEM_NAME’, the type of experimental evidence supporting the interaction. Edges obtained from
the Agilent Literature Search plugin have attributes including NbrSentences, the number of distinct sentences that support the
association.
10| View these attributes by clicking on the Edge Attribute Browser tab at the bottom of the Data Panel and selecting
attributes for display as described in Step 8.
11| Zoom into the network using the Zoom In button on the toolbar, depicted as a magnifying glass with a plus sign (‘+’).
Notice that in the Control Panel, the blue box in the Network Overview window shrinks to depict the portion of the network
displayed. Move this box to navigate the network. Other controls include the Zoom Out button (to the left of Zoom In) and the
Zoom Selected Region button (to the right of Zoom In). Alternatively, zooming can be accomplished with a right-click drag in
the main Cytoscape canvas.
12| Identify the ID name of any node in the network, such as ‘YPL248C’ for the sample network in galFiltered.sif. Search for
that node ID by going to the Search: field at the right of the Cytoscape toolbar and typing the name. After each character is
typed, a drop-down menu displays the list of node IDs matching the portion of the name entered. This field can be configured
to search any attribute (not just ID) by clicking the ‘Configure search options’ button to the right.
13| Cytoscape stores user data as a session file, containing all network, layout and attribute data in the program’s memory.
Save the current session by clicking on the Save Current Session Asy button on the toolbar (appearing as a floppy disk) or by
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going to Save or Save Asy under the File menu. Once a
session is saved, it can be reloaded with the Open option
under the File menu. A sample session file is provided under
Supplementary Data 4, SampleData.cys, containing a SIF file
imported in Step 3C and an association network for the same
genes from Step 3B.
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Annotate with attribute and expression data
14| Optional step: Additional node or edge attribute
data can be integrated with your network by following the
steps in Box 3 (and see Supplementary Data 5).
15| The expression data should be formatted as described in
Box 1. For users wishing to follow this protocol as a tutorial,
the Supplementary Data section includes a sample expression
data file (Supplementary Data 1, galExpData.pvals); this file
can be viewed with a standard text editor to reveal the file
format. If the identifiers in the first column of your expression
file match the node names in the Cytoscape network exactly
in a case-sensitive match, then skip directly to Step 16
(this applies to users of the sample data). Otherwise, follow
the procedure described in Box 3 to load an attribute file that
describes the correspondence between the gene/protein ID
names in the expression data file and the ID names of nodes in
your network. Box 4 provides further details of one method to
build such an attribute file.

BOX 3 | ADDING NODE OR EDGE
ATTRIBUTE DATA
Cytoscape provides many mechanisms for integrating heterogeneous forms of data and for assessing the influence of each data
type within a network context. Additional node or edge attribute
data can be integrated with your network by following the steps
below. Users who are following this protocol as a tutorial should
download the Supplementary Data 5 file (galGeneNames.csv) and
follow the steps below to import common gene names (synonyms)
for nodes in the network galFiltered.sif.
1. Organize your attribute data into a delimited text file or
Excel spreadsheet, in which one of the columns matches the
node or edge IDs in your network exactly in a case-sensitive
match.
2. Go to the File menu, then Import and then Attribute from Table
(Text/MS Excel). This will bring up the Import Annotation File
window.
3. Click the Select File button and specify your attribute file.
4. If importing an Excel spreadsheet, continue to Step 5. Otherwise,
(a) select Show Text File Import Options and (b) select the
appropriate delimiter for your file. If the first line of your file
contains column headings, select Transfer first line as attribute
names.
5. Click on the Import button.
6. Verify that the new attribute has been loaded by returning to the
Node Attribute Browser and clicking the Select Attribute button.

Load expression data
16| Load the expression data file by going to the File menu, then Import and then Attribute/Expression Matrix. Select your
expression data file in the dialog box. If an ID-mapping attribute was loaded in Step 15, then specify this attribute for
expression data import by using the control labeled Assign values to nodes usingy. For the sample data, specify the
Supplementary Data file galExpData.pvals (Supplementary Data 1) and assign values to nodes using the attribute ID.
Click on Import.
17| Check the list of node attributes in the Node Attribute Browser. There should be two new sets of attributes per experiment,
named ‘Xexp’ and ‘Xsig’ where ‘X’ is the name of your experiment. The expression values will be contained in ‘Xexp’. If your
expression data set contains P-values (see Fig. 3 and Box 1), they will be contained in ‘Xsig’; otherwise, ‘Xsig’ will be blank.
Users of the sample data should see attributes for experiments ‘gal1RG’, ‘gal4RG’ and ‘gal80R’: expression fold changes in
‘gal1RGexp’, ‘gal4RGexp’ and ‘gal80Rexp’; and P-values in ‘gal1RGsig’, ‘gal4RGsig’ and ‘gal80Rsig’. Verify the expression data import
by selecting attributes from one or more experiments for display and selecting one or more nodes on the Cytoscape canvas.
Setting visual node properties
18| The Cytoscape VizMapper controls the mapping of node and edge attributes to visual properties. Open the VizMapper by
navigating to View in the Cytoscape menu and then Open VizMapper. This will bring up the VizMapper in the Control Panel, as
shown in Figure 4a. Note that if you have not done so already, you can expand the width of the Control Panel by ‘floating’ it
into a separate window, as described in Step 5, and dragging on the resize control at the lower right corner of the window. The
VizMapper contains a two-column list, showing the available visual properties at the left and their current settings at the right.
Expanding the window may give a better view of the settings.
Color nodes with red-to-green gradient
19| The first step to color your nodes according to expression values is to locate the Node Color property, which is grayed-out
initially. Double click on it.
20| Next to Node Color, you will see a message reading ‘Please Select an Attribute!’. Click on this message. This will bring up a
list of node attributes. Scroll down to your expression data value. For sample data users, this will be ‘gal4Rexp’.
21| Underneath Node Color, locate the entry for Mapping Type and click in the right column, directly underneath your
expression data attribute. A pull-down menu will appear. Select Continuous Mapping.
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22| Underneath Mapping Type, you will see the label Graphical
View, located next to an empty rectangle, as shown in
Figure 4a. Click on the rectangle. This will bring up the
window Gradient Editor for Node Color, which shows a bar
corresponding to the range of your expression data attribute,
with the Min and Max values displayed at the two ends.
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23| In the Gradient Editor for Node Color window, click the
Add button twice. You will see the range bar for your expression data attribute divided in half, with the lower half colored
black and the upper half colored white. See Figure 4b.
24| Double-click the white downward-facing triangle in the
center of the range to bring up a color selection window and
select Green. You should now see your range bar divided in
half, with the left half colored black and the right half showing
a color gradient from green to white. See Figure 4c.
25| Slide your green triangle toward the left end of the range
bar, leaving a short black portion at the left end of the range
bar. See Figure 4d. On the Cytoscape canvas, you should see
some nodes colored black (those with the lowest expression
values), most nodes colored in various shades of darker and
lighter green and some nodes colored white (those with the
highest expression values).
26| Click the Add button one more time. Locate one of the
downward-facing triangles at the right end of the bar and slide
it to the center of the range. See Figure 4e. There should now
be triangles at left, center and right.
27| Double-click the downward-facing triangle at the right
end of the bar to bring up a color selection window. Select
Red. This will create a gradient of white to red at the right
side of the range. See Figure 4f. On the Cytoscape canvas,
you should see nodes with higher expression values colored
pink or red, with darker colors indicating higher expression
values.
28| Slide the red triangle a short distance to the left.
Double-click on the white right-facing triangle at the right
end of the bar and select Blue. See Figure 4g.

BOX 4 | ASSEMBLING IDENTIFIER (ID)
MAPPING ATTRIBUTES
To import attribute files or expression data into Cytoscape, the gene
or protein identifier in the file must exactly match the corresponding Cytoscape node ID (or other Cytoscape attribute that has
been previously loaded). If no matching identifiers are present, the
situation can be corrected by loading an additional identifier into
Cytoscape as a new node attribute. This section describes one
method for constructing and loading an identifier-mapping attribute, using an external ID mapping service called Synergizer, which
is provided by the Roth laboratory at Harvard University. Additional
ID mapping services are described at http://baderlab.org/
IdentifierMapping/.
1. In the Cytoscape canvas, select all the nodes in your network by
typing CTRL-A.
2. In the Node Attribute Browser, use your mouse to select the
contents of the ID column for all nodes. This operation can be
streamlined by selecting the first node ID and pressing CTRL-SHIFTEND, which will select all IDs in the column.
3. Go to the Synergizer identifier translation service at http://
llama.med.harvard.edu/cgi/synergizer/translate.
4. Go to the box labeled IDs to translate: and paste in the list of
identifiers.
5. Select your organism in the Select organism: field (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae for our sample network). Set Select FROM namespace: to
__ANY__. In the field labeled Select TO namespace:, select the
identifier used in your expression data file. For the sample data,
select systematic. Click the box labeled Output as Spreadsheet: and
click Submit.
6. The identifier mapping will be downloaded to your computer in an
Excel file named ‘translate’. Open the file with a spreadsheet viewer
such as Excel. The first column contains the original identifier list.
The second column contains the identifiers that these map to in the
chosen namespace. Note the label given to this column in the first
line.
7. Save this file in the comma-separated (CSV) format.
m CRITICAL STEP There are system-dependent issues in producing
and reading EXCEL files. This step guards against such issues.
8. Import these data into Cytoscape.
a. Go to the File menu, then Import and then Attribute from Table
(Text/MS Excel). This will bring up the Import Annotation File
window.
b. Click the Select File button and specify your ‘translated’ CSV
file.
c. Select Show Text File Import Options and select Transfer first
line as attribute names.
d. Click on the Import button.
e. Verify that the new attribute is loaded by returning to the Node
Attribute Browser and click on the Select Attribute button.

29| On your Cytoscape canvas (Fig. 4h), you should now see
nodes colored according to a red–green continuum: (i) Nodes
with expression values at the lower end of the range are
colored more green, those with expression values at the higher
end of the range are colored more red and those in the middle
of the range are colored more white. (ii) Lighter colors indicate
expression data values near the middle of the range, whereas
darker colors indicate values near the ends of the range.
(iii) Notice that as you slide the triangles in the range bar, the colors of nodes on the Cytoscape canvas change accordingly.
(iv) Close the Gradient Editor window.

30| By default, nodes are colored pink. Consequently, a pink node color could imply an expression data value somewhat higher
than the middle of the range, or it could imply that there were no expression data for the node. To remove this ambiguity,
change the default node color to gray, as follows: (i) Under the VizMapper, locate the Defaults panel, showing the default node
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Figure 4 | The steps in creating a green-to-red node color gradient. (a) Specify a new attribute-based gradient; (b) add two range selector end points;
(c) change the color at the lower end point to green; (d) move this end point to the bottom of the range; (e) add another new range selector end point;
(f) change the color at the top of the range to red; (g) change the color at the top of the range to blue; and (h) a network with the nodes rendered with a
red–green color map.

and edge rendering. (ii) Click on either node in this panel. This will bring up a window showing the default node attribute
settings. (iii) In this window, click on the button for Node Fill Color and select Gray in the color selection window. Click Apply.
31| The nodes on the canvas should now be colored according to expression levels, which can suggest patterns of coregulation
and modular structure. For example, examine the network for connected regions in which the nodes are predominantly colored
red or green (see Fig. 1). Such regions are suggestive of protein complexes or signaling pathways whose activities are being
modulated in the expression experiment. Several utilities are available to locate such regions automatically within large
networks, including the jActiveModules plugin (Step 33) and Cytoscape Filters (not described here—see Cytoscape manual at
http://www.cytoscape.org).
32| Supplementary data users: Change the node label from the default ID to the common gene name attribute as follows.
(i) Locate the Node Label entry in the VizMapper. (ii) Click on the field opposite Node Label, which is set to ‘ID’ by
default. Select ‘GeneName’ from the menu. (iii) Zoom in to the network. You should now see nodes labeled by their common
gene names.
Analyze network features
33| Functional modules can be identified as highly connected network regions with similar responses across multiple
experimental conditions. These patterns can be detected visually, but in practice the high level of connectivity in interaction
networks makes visual detection difficult. Putative modules can be identified with the jActiveModules plugin as follows. Further
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details are available in the original publication42. Under the Plugins menu, select jActiveModules. This will bring up a
jActiveModules section on the Control Panel, listing the available expression experiments.
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34| Select all of your expression experiments by clicking on them with the left mouse button (one can run jActiveModules on
only one expression experiment or on a subset of the experiments as well).
35| In the General Parameters panel, keep the default values, as these are effective for most initial analyses. (a) ‘Number of
modules’ indicates the number of putative modules that will be reported. (b) ‘Adjust score for size’ corrects for the fact that a
larger putative module is more likely to contain nodes with significant P-values by random chance. (c) Regional scoring affects
how the score of a given module is calculated. Instead of scoring only those nodes within the module, the neighboring nodes
of the module are also included. This aids in the identification of active modules in networks that contain nodes with many
neighbors (i.e., hubs). Consider a transcription factor with many targets: even if the transcription factor is not active, it is
likely that some of its targets will be expressed simply due to random chance. Without regional scoring, this subset of targets
can be selected as an active module, even though this arrangement is not unexpected. Regional scoring prevents this problem
by forcing all targets to be scored simultaneously.
36| In the Strategy panel, the user can select the search strategy used to identify high-scoring modules. (a) Search: By this
strategy, local (greedy) searches are initiated from single nodes in the network. (b) Search Depth: At each step in the greedy
search, this parameter determines how close (as determined by the shortest path) a node must be to the current active module
to be considered for inclusion. (c) Max Depth: This parameter determines how close a node must be to the initial seed node to be
considered for inclusion. (d) Search from Selected Nodes: By default, a separate search is initiated for each node in the network.
Using this option, searches are initiated only from those nodes selected by the user. (e) Anneal: In this strategy, all active modules
in the network are discovered simultaneously using the method of simulated annealing as previously described42. The Annealing
Parameters define the simulated annealing schedule. Annealing Extensions enable various modifications to the simulated annealing
search procedure. For a detailed description of all parameters, click the Help button in the jActiveModules main panel.
37| Click the Find Modules button.
38| Shortly, the Results panel will appear, as illustrated in Figure 5. This window contains a table in which each row
represents one putative module, listed according to the number of nodes, and an associated Z-score. Z-scores greater than
3.0 are generally considered significant. The table contains one column per expression experiment; for these columns, any
row in which the cell is filled indicates an active module that showed a significant response under the conditions of the
experiment. Clicking on any row causes the corresponding nodes to be selected in the Cytoscape canvas. To view these nodes as
a separate network, click on the Create
Network button. Lay out this new network using Layout - yFiles - Organic
from within the new view.
39| Repeat the Find Modules step a few
times. Depending on the parameter settings, jActiveModules relies on random
sampling and is not guaranteed to
return the same result with each execution. Consequently, it is worthwhile to
run jActiveModules repeatedly to ensure
that the approach is converging, that is,
the identified modules are reproducible
across runs. One method for validating
module predictions is to determine if
the nodes in the putative module are
enriched for any GO biological
processes, since it is expected that all
genes in a module are involved in the
same biological process. See Step 43.
40| Highly connected network regions
can indicate protein complexes. As with
the differentially expressed modules in
the previous step, complexes can in

Figure 5 | JActiveModules output with the top-scoring module selected and displayed as a separate child
network. Here, jActiveModules has analyzed the gal4RG expression condition to identify a module of
predominantly downregulated genes (green) involved in galactose metabolism. Blue links: protein–
protein interactions; yellow links: protein–DNA interactions.
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principle be detected visually, but in
practice this is difficult due to complex
topologies of interaction networks.
Putative complexes can be automatically
identified using the MCODE plugin, as
follows. Further details are available in
the original MCODE publication43. Note
that MCODE analysis does not require an
expression data set, and thus can alternatively be performed immediately after
Step 13. At this point, the Cytoscape
session might contain several networks.
Complexes are easier to detect in larger
networks. Move to your largest interaction network by selecting the Network
control in the Control Panel and then
mouse-click on this network.
41| Run MCODE by navigating to the
Plugins menu, then MCODE - Start
MCODE and then clicking the Analyze
button in the Control Panel. After a few
seconds, the results will appear in the
Results Panel, as shown in Figure 6.

MCODE Visual Style

MCODE Results Panel

Figure 6 | MCODE output, showing a densely connected network region that is a putative complex.
This complex contains five PEX proteins involved in the function of the yeast peroxisome.

42| The results present a diagram of each putative complex and provide details including a score, the number of nodes and
edges, and a diagram of the complex. Significant predictions are typically those with scores of greater than 2.0, and at least
four nodes. Clicking on any row will highlight the corresponding nodes in the network canvas. The Cytoscape canvas shows the
network according to the MCODE visual style, in which red nodes belong to high-scoring predicted complexes and black nodes
do not. Squares and circles signify nodes in predicted complexes: squares indicate the ‘seed’ of the prediction, which are usually
the nodes in the complex with the highest connectivity. Diamonds indicate nodes that are not part of a predicted complex.
Note that the visual style can be changed back to its original settings by going to the VizMapper in the Control Panel and
selecting a visual style using the Current Visual Style control. One method to validate a prediction of a complex is to determine
if the nodes of the putative complex are enriched for any GO biological processes. The next section outlines the steps required.
Detect enriched gene functions
43| At this point, you should have identified one or more sets of nodes that may be functionally related, such as nodes in an
expression module (jActiveModules) or a putative complex (MCODE). We will use the BiNGO plugin to assess if the nodes in a set
are enriched for any biological processes recorded in the Gene Ontology database68. Further details are available in the original
BINGO publication7. Select a group of nodes with a putative functional association. For instance, select a putative module from
the jActiveModules results (Results Panel).
44| Under the Plugins menu, select BiNGO 2.0. This will bring up the BiNGO Settings window.
45| In the Cluster name: field, choose a name (arbitrary) of your selected node cluster. In the field labeled Select organism/
annotation: select the organism (Saccharomyces cerevisiae for the sample data). The default values shown in the other menu
options are appropriate for most cases. For more information on any parameter, click the Help button and follow the links to the
BiNGO User Guide.
46| Click on the Start BiNGO button.
47| After a few minutes, the BiNGO Output window should appear listing the P-value (corrected for multiple testing) for each
enriched GO class and the corresponding nodes from the network. On the Cytoscape desktop, a new network should appear as
shown in Figure 7. In this network, each node represents a class in GO, and an edge between two nodes indicates that one
class is the parent of the other. The rendering of each node indicates any significant enrichment for the corresponding GO class:
(a) The size of each node is proportional to the number of proteins from the input set that belong to that class. (b) Nodes are
color-coded according to P-values reporting the significance of enrichment of that term in the input set. Darker colors indicate
a more significant degree of enrichment.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
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TIMING
The time required to execute this
protocol is most strongly related to the
time required to download the sample
data and software over the Internet.
With a 1.5 Mbs ADSL connection under
favorable operating conditions, it takes
approximately 9 min to download
Cytoscape under Java Web Start, 2.5 min
to download a network of B1,000 nodes
and B2,000 interactions from cPath and
8 min to download and process 1,000
articles with the Agilent Literature
Search plugin. On a Macintosh
Powerbook G4 with 768 MB of memory, a
network of B3,000 nodes and B7,000
edges requires approximately 1.50 min
for loading, 2.25 min for analysis with
jActiveModules using one expression
experiment and 0.75 min for analysis
with MCODE. An experienced user can
execute the full protocol described
within 30 min.

Figure 7 | BiNGO output, analyzing the active module shown in Figure 5. This analysis shows significant
enrichment for processes relating to metabolism and galactose.

? TROUBLESHOOTING
Limited network data
The effectiveness of network analysis depends strongly on the amount of network data available. Species such as yeast, fly,
Escherichia coli and human have tens of thousands of measured interactions available. For other species, the methods outlined
here will likely become more effective over time as the amount of interaction data increases. Even in these cases, a gene
association network can be constructed from published abstracts, the usefulness of which depends on the number of available
publications, not the number of protein interaction assays. Another option when protein interaction measurements are lacking
is to perform network analysis on a closely related organism for which more interactions have been measured (or for which a
greater volume of publications are available). Protein identifiers can be mapped via orthology relationships, that is, as
calculated by services such as PhyloFacts69 or Roundup70.
Mismatched gene identifiers
The most common problems with Cytoscape arise from mismatched gene identifiers across different input data files. This
problem occurs most often when integrating attribute or expression data with an existing network. In Cytoscape, the identifiers
in attribute or expression data files should match exactly to node names in the network in a case-sensitive match. If there is a
case-sensitive match but data are still not loaded correctly, the following steps can help isolate the source of the problem:
(1) Under the Node or Edge Attribute Browser, select the new attribute from the list of available attributes by clicking on the
leftmost button in the attribute browser toolbar (Select Attributes; square button with horizontal gray central stripe). If the
name of the attribute does not appear, then the input file was not correctly loaded. Verify the format of your input file against
the sample files provided in Supplementary Data or in the sampleData subdirectory within the Cytoscape home directory.
(2) If the name of the attribute appears, then select several nodes (or edges) in the Cytoscape canvas and check their attribute
values in the Node/Edge Attribute Browser against the expected values. If any node or edge has a blank attribute value, then
the identifier of the node or edge could not be matched against the input file. Ensure that the input attribute file contains
exact matches to the nodes in the network.
(3) If attempting to load expression data using an ID-mapping identifier, first verify that the probeset attribute file was
loaded correctly using the steps above. If the nodes have the probeset identifiers assigned correctly but have blank values for
expression results, there is probably a mismatch between the probeset identifier in the probeset attribute file and the expression
data file.
Multiple values for a node attribute
Sometimes a node attribute is a list of multiple values rather than just a single value (e.g., multiple gene function terms per
node). However, in most other cases, Cytoscape assumes that a node or edge will be assigned only one value per attribute. In
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these cases, if a node or edge attribute file contains two values for the same node or edge, such as two probesets for one gene,
the latter will be retained and the former overwritten. Consequently, if you discover that the expression data loaded for some
node(s) are not as expected, verify that multiple attribute entries have not been specified.
Out-of-memory errors
As is true with many programs, Cytoscape can fail when the computer runs out of memory. This problem is manifest in a myriad
of ways. Typically in these cases, Cytoscape will display an error message such as a Java Null Pointer Exception. In other cases,
no error will be reported, but a pop-up window may fail to appear on the screen or a network may fail to appear in the
Cytoscape canvas. If Cytoscape exhibits such behavior when analyzing a very large network, or running alongside many other
applications on the same computer, insufficient memory may be the cause. The problem may be addressed by freeing memory:
deleting extraneous networks, closing other applications that are running on the same computer or saving the session and
rebooting the computer. If sufficient memory is available, Cytoscape may need to be set to use it. Further instructions on this
are available at http://www.cytoscape.org/cgi-bin/moin.cgi/How_to_increase_memory_for_Cytoscape.
Failure to display very large networks
If a loaded network fails to display in the Cytoscape canvas, it may be that the loaded network is very large. By default,
Cytoscape displays (or ‘creates views’) for networks of up to 10,000 nodes. If the user attempts to load a network of over
10,000 nodes, the network will be loaded into memory but by default no view will be created. In such cases, the network is
listed in the control panel in red. At this point, the user can create a view by right-clicking on the network name in the Control
Panel and selecting Create View. Before doing so, the user should bear in mind that visual analysis of very large networks is not
usually productive, and that it may be more expedient to issue a more modest query or subdivide the input file. Also, the user
can filter to select nodes and edges of interest in a loaded network even if it does not have a view and these can be extracted
to create a smaller, more manageable network that can be reasonably viewed.
ANTICIPATED RESULTS
Network collection and layout
We have obtained the following average numbers of interactions for networks constructed based on the following methods and
representative species. Numbers represent (mean ± s.d.) interactions per gene sampled from ten randomly chosen genes in
July 2007. cPATH: yeast 90.0 ± 194.1, human 63.1 ± 81.6, mouse 3.3 ± 5.5, rat 0.5 ± 1.1. Agilent Literature Search: yeast
18.9 ± 22.7, human 178.8 ± 134.0, mouse 152.5 ± 143.1, rat 60.3 ± 92.1. If the network sizes obtained are much smaller than
expected, see TROUBLESHOOTING. Successful import of the sample SIF file and application of the yFiles Organic layout algorithm
produces a Cytoscape view similar to that shown in Figure 1.
In the near future, Cytoscape and its plugins will expand to make network loading easier. For instance, the cPath33 plugin
currently serves protein interaction data from recent releases of the IntAct15 and MINT17 public data repositories. The cPath
site will grow to include a larger number of databases that share data in the BioPAX or PSI-MI71 standard formats, providing a
convenient point of access for public biological interaction and pathway information.
Analysis of network features
Execution of jActiveModules on the sample network with the expression condition gal4RG produces five modules (as specified by
the default parameters), all having significant Z-scores 43.0. The top module (shown in Fig. 5) contains the genes encoding
the known galactose enzymes (GAL1, 7, 10), the galactose transporter (GAL2) and the galactose pathway transcriptional
regulators (GAL4, 80, 3). Gal4, the central transcriptional activator of the pathway, is connected to other GAL genes through
protein–DNA interactions (yellow), which are strongly differentially expressed since the GAL4 gene is deleted in this
experiment. In this way, expression values superimposed on a protein network in the Cytoscape canvas can identify
expression-activated pathways or protein complexes.
Execution of MCODE on the sample network produces 46 protein interaction clusters with scores ranging from 1 to 5.5, with
the five top scores 42.5. Figure 6 displays one such cluster containing five PEX genes that encode components of a protein
complex associated with the peroxisomal membrane. This set of proteins has been detected as a putative complex by MCODE
based on its high level of enrichment for protein–protein interactions (seven observed interactions out of ten possible among
five proteins).
The key regulatory ‘‘control points’’ of a biological system may not always be genes with the most pronounced expression
ratios; more often, the most differentially expressed genes are in fact regulated by the controller, which lies upstream. An
effective approach to finding upstream agents is to identify groups of genes that exhibit large measured changes under the
experimental conditions and then to examine the genes adjacent to those in the network. When doing so, bear in mind that
existing network data may be incomplete, and so one should not expect all connections between the causative agent(s) and
the affected genes to be present in the network.
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Evidence suggests that the activity of a complex may be controlled by restricting the production of one component, even if
most are produced ubiquitously72. Thus, if one gene in the putative complex shows decreased expression levels, the complex
may be less active under the given experimental conditions (although it is known that mRNA–protein levels do not always
correlate). Similarly, signal-transduction pathways are often branched with multiple alternatives, yet all that is necessary for
signaling is that the proteins in some branch are available and activated. The expression levels on each node suggest which
alternatives may be produced under the given experimental conditions. In cases where the signaling activity can be measured,
gene knockdown methods such as RNA interference can be used to verify these hypotheses experimentally.
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